DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES TO BE A DETECTIVE?

Being at school is boring. It’s really boring when you already know what you’re going to be. It’s really, really boring when you’re going to be something cool like a Private Investigator. Until then, Mina’s going to practise for her future. By keeping notes on all her classmates, spying on suspicious teachers, noticing every little -

Wait ...

Aren’t school dinners a bit strange? Chicken nuggets? Again? On pizza? Covered in chocolate? Nobody wants to live on lettuce and broccoli, but children are losing teeth over this! This needs investigating.

This looks like a case for MINA MISTRY.

CAN YOU FIGURE OUR WHERE THE NAMES FIT INTO THE PUZZLE?

HOW MANY OF THESE THINGS CAN YOU FIND ON THIS PAGE?

X ______

MINA
GRANNY
DAD
HOLLY
DANNY
GARETH
PETE

READ THIS EXCLUSIVE EXTRACT!

My name is Mina Mistry and this is my new secret log. THIS IS NOT A DIARY. I do have a diary, it’s called The Secret Diary of Mina Snotbridge. That’s my real name, not my secret undercover name. My secret undercover name is my mom’s maiden name, I like Mistry because it sounds like mystery, and let’s face it: ANYTHING is better than Snotbridge - thanks Dad! Anyway, my secret diary is pink and fluffy and girly. It has one of those useless locks that all diaries have, which all use the exact same key.

SOMEBODY HAS BEEN MESSING WITH GRANNY MEERA’S RECIPE BOOK!

CAN YOU UNSCRAMBLE THE LETTERS TO REVEAL THESE INGREDIENTS FOR ENGLISH BREAKFAST SAMOSAS?

GUASAESS  __________
SEBNA  ______
HAOTESOT  __________
GESG  ______
HUROMSOSH  __________
TPARSY  ______

MINA MISTRY INVESTIGATES

ACTIVITY PACK